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Executive summary 

An important aspect of EDI’s incubation process is the technological support: a key part of it regards the 

possibility to store data on a reliable and secure Big Data Infrastructure. This option provides two big 

benefits, one at the side of the participants and another one at the side of the Data Providers: 

• the Participants do not have to care about the location where to store the datasets that they 

are going to process 

• the Data Providers have a reliable and secure location to be used to share their data with the 

participants according with predefined agreements whose respect will be verified continuously 

by EDI’s staff. 

The Big Data Infrastructure is available to the participants starting from the EXPERIMENT phase, that, for 

the first iteration, is at M11. The delivery date of this document is also set to M11: for this reason, it is 

focused on the preliminary operations performed to set up the Infrastructure and prepare the data 

ingestion process. These operations include bureaucratic and technical steps aimed at unambiguously 

define the ownership and to allocate to Infrastructure Managers (i.e. EDI’s Technical staff), Data 

Providers and Participants the responsibilities on the uploaded data and, finally, to guide the upload 

process. Most of these operations are defined once for all: in particular all the procedures to be followed 

to safely access the infrastructure, which will be described in this Deliverable, will be reviewed, bearing 

in mind, the lessons learnt during this iteration but they should not be re-implemented from scratch. 

The Big Data Infrastructure is built based on generic considerations coming from the experience of the 

technological partners on Big Data and on more specific reasoning based on the context and the 

challenges. Detailed information on the datasets and the challenges was collected during the first 

months of the project, before the EXPERIMENT phase: it was integrated by using a questionnaire that 

the Data Providers had to answer to get access to the Infrastructure. The questionnaire concerns the 

features of the datasets, the activities that the Data Providers would like to authorize or deny, and the 

awareness of the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). According to the answers the 

Infrastructure Managers could: 

• perform pre-defined actions (for example an extra monitoring in case that the Data Provider 

denies the authorization for the participants to download the data) 

• agree specific actions (for example if the datasets cannot be uploaded by using the provided 

mechanisms) 

• deny the access (for example if the Data Provider is not aware about GDPR or data includes 

improper contents on which the Data Provider does not want to be responsible). 

In fact, the third option has never been exercised, whilst some datasets needed extra checks or extra 

activities. 

All these aspects, including questionnaires, documentations, procedures and technology were 

progressively defined and refined in the first 11 months of the project. This deliverable briefly describes 

the technological aspects, since they are deeply discussed in Deliverables D3.1 and D3.4, while it 

provides the details of the other mentioned aspects. However, the data management process also 
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includes the data download and data processing operations that the participants will perform during the 

whole EXPERIMENT phase: significant information on the performance of these operation will be 

available only after a reasonable amount of time. For this reason, this deliverable cannot contain 

information on these aspects that, indeed, will be deeply discussed in the next versions, i.e. Deliverables 

D3.7, at M23 and D3.8 at M35. 
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1. Introduction  

During the EXPERIMENT and EVOLVE phases of each of the three rounds of incubation, selected sub-

grantees, i.e. SMEs and startups, have the chance to use the Infrastructures and the business and 

technical coaching services that the EDI project offers freely, as part of the incubation process.  

Optionally datasets might be processed outside EDI’s Big Data Infrastructure, i.e. on each sub-grantee’s 

own infrastructure, or data provider’s infrastructure. The different approaches for dataset processing 

were agreed by both data provider and sub-grantee at their meetings during the EXPERIMENT Phase 

Kick-off event at Bilbao (November 5-9, 2018). Anyhow, the project has encouraged Data Providers and 

sub-grantees to use the infrastructure made available or otherwise Data Providers to offer an API for 

teams to access the data. If other arrangements are made, it is the responsibility of both the Data 

Provider and the sub-grantee to preserve Data regulations. 

Data uploaded on EDI’s infrastructure are managed based on strict constraints to preserve Data 

regulations and security. These constraints embrace three main factors: technologies, procedures and 

security. All these aspects are closely interconnected and closely related to the characteristics of the 

datasets and of their challenges: EDI’s Dataset Management Process represents the consistent 

interoperability of the three mentioned factors. 

The definition of the whole process was based on the experience of the technical partners on Big Data 

and has been progressively refined as soon as the features of the datasets and the requirements of the 

challenges became clearer. The design of the Infrastructure was already consolidated on M6, time of 

writing the Deliverable D3.1: the information collected in the following months confirmed the adopted 

technologies and consolidated the security aspects. These factors were integrated with a set of 

procedures aimed at assuring the awareness of the Data Providers and the sub-grantees about the 

European Legislation and at clearly defining the responsibilities about the uploaded datasets. 

The structure of this document is based on the aforementioned three factors: after an overview of the 

datasets and the challenges (section 2), a quick description of the adopted technologies is provided 

(section 3); then the procedures to get access to the facilitated EDI Infrastructure are described (section 

4) and finally the security aspects (section 5) are mentioned.  

The information regarding the datasets and the challenges was collected in different periods of the 

project. In particular, the descriptions of the challenges were already consolidated in the first months of 

the project while the dimensions of the datasets were clarified later. Another important point to 

evaluate the requested sizing of the EDI Infrastructure was the clarification about which dataset were to 

be uploaded: this information depends on the sub-grantees selected for the EXPERIMENT phase and the 

related challenges, and the agreements between sub-grantees and Data Providers. 

The infrastructure was designed based on the knowledge of the technical partners about Big Data and 

the design was consolidated as soon as the information about the challenges became available (section 

3.2). However, the deployment was performed when the machines became available, thus, at the end of 

the EXPLORE Phase. On that period, a consolidated information about the requested sizing was still not 

available, so a flexible solution was considered the most appropriate. In particular, an Infrastructure 
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Provider offering the possibility to easily add or remove machines on demand was selected. In this way, 

the overall dimension was at first decided taking into account a worst case scenario about the amount of 

data to be uploaded, and then refined according with the information about the challenges (section 3.1). 

The data ingestion process involves assessment of legal, technical and specific aspects that were 

summarized in a questionnaire for the Data Providers (section 4.2) based on the general guidelines 

(section 4.1) and it was mandatory to obtain the credentials to upload the data.  

The security aspects were already consolidated when the architecture of the Big Data Infrastructure was 

defined, but the answers of the questionnaire (section 4.2.1) helped to refine them and to define a 

process of anomaly detection aimed at avoiding unauthorized data download (sections 5.1 and 5.2). 
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2. Overview of the Datasets 

This section is focused on the datasets to be uploaded on EDI’s Big Data Infrastructure, related to the 

specific challenges. Starting from this information, it was possible to define the dimension of the 

infrastructure and have a first idea of the needed services.  

Data Providers gave a preliminary description of the datasets that were to be provided in the first part of 

the project: these descriptions are available on EDI’s website [1]. A rough idea about the final dimension 

of the datasets was provided as well: in this way it was possible, before the end of the EXPLORE Phase, 

to define a worst-case scenario, useful for a first dimensioning of the infrastructure. This rough idea was 

progressively refined as soon as the first iteration progressed, and the final list of the participants 

admitted to the EXPERIMENT Phase was available. At this point, all the Data Providers of the challenges 

still alive were requested to agree with their applicants the location on which data would have been 

provided and in case the Infrastructure was chosen, to provide more detailed information about the 

data. This information was facilitated through the questionnaire described in section 4.2. Since this 

section is more focused on the dimensioning of the Infrastructure, only the answer related to the 

dimension of the datasets will be taken from that questionnaire. The other answers, more related to 

security, have been used to design and implement the security model that is described in section  5.  

First basic information for the correct dimensioning of the Infrastructure is the knowledge of which 

datasets should be uploaded.  

The participants admitted to the EXPERIMENT Phase concern to 10 of the original 14 challenges: no 

participants of the Cross-Sector Challenge were admitted, so the number of potential datasets was 

immediately reduced. Data Providers and participants agreed to use the Infrastructure in 7 challenges: 

• HVAC usage management and control optimisation, proposed by Virtual Power Solutions 

• Improving the road safety, proposed by Automobil Club Assistencia S.A 

• New pricing bundles for drivers in Porto, proposed by Viaverde 

• Predictive maintenance models for industrial robots in body shop, proposed by Volkswagen 

Navarra 

• Quality control of weather observation data, proposed by Ubimet 

• Sentimental analysis in consumer journey, proposed by Jot 

• System for detection of anomalies in smart meters, proposed by Elektro Ljubljana. 

All the mentioned data provider, except for Virtual Power Solution and Automobil Club Assistencia,  use 

only EDI’s Infrastructure to provide their data.  Virtual Power Solutions and Automobil Club Assistencia 

decided to use, as primary data provisioning methods, different solutions: however, they accepted also 

to upload the data on the infrastructure and to answer the questionnaire. At time of writing this 

Deliverable, Virtual Power Solution cannot provide an estimation of the quantity of data that will be 

uploaded, but this does not prevent the challenge. 

The remaining Data Providers, i.e.  Migros, proposing Prevent fraud in cashier operations, University of 

Berlin, proposing Optimisation of traffic flow in Berlin, and Volkswagen Navarra, proposing Thermal 
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power plant smart management will not use the Big Data Infrastructure to store their associated 

datasets. 

 

2.1 Basic information about the uploaded datasets 

The provided datasets are strictly related to the business core of the Data Provider and to the challenge: 

since the challenges are very heterogeneous, also the datasets are very different. There are no rules 

about the number of datasets associated to a single challenge: some Data Providers offered more 

datasets for a single challenge, some others only one.  

According to the specific requirements of each challenge, in some cases, datasets not belonging to the 

Data Providers could be requested or be considered useful by the applicants. In general, no mandatory 

indications are given neither by EDI nor the Data Providers about this aspect. However, nothing prevents 

to integrate different, public and private, datasets with the provided private ones. In some cases, the 

Data Providers suggested to use also external datasets. Nevertheless, these external datasets are not 

taken into account in this document and, at least for the first iteration, are not considered as uploadable 

on EDI’s Big Data Infrastructure. Still, sub-grantees are free to mix the Data Providers’ datasets with 

those whose access rights they possess in their working space in the infrastructure. 

Table 1 presents the basic information of the uploaded datasets. In particular, the associated challenge, 

a short description and the dimension. This information is the basis of the decisions about the 

dimensioning of the infrastructure, that will be described in section 3. 

 

 Table 1. Features and dimensions of the datasets. 

Data Provider Challenge Dataset Name Dataset Description Dataset Dimension 

Automobil Club 

Assistencia 

Improving the 

road safety 

 

Road traffic 

accidents in 

Barcelona 

region 

Contains the list of 

interurban road 

accidents and daily 

traffic data from all 

the administrations 

of the area 

~10 MB 
Morphologic 

road 

parameters in 

Barcelona 

region 

Contains the 

morphologic 

parameters of the 

roads by which it is 

possible to 

calculate the level 

of safety built-in for 

all the users of the 

road using standard 
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methodologies 

JOT Sentimental 

analysis in 

consumer journey 

General 

keywords list 

List of keywords 

used for researches 

on the internet 

30 GB 

Ubimet Quality control of 

weather 

observation data 

Historical 

observation of 

weather in 

Europe 

Include information 

on temperature, 

pressure, wind, rain 

etc. associated to 

timestamp and 

coordinates  

24 GB 

Viaverde New pricing 

bundles for drivers 

in Porto 

Anonymised list 

of customers  

Anonymised 

information of the 

customers using 

highways and 

parking in Porto 

12 GB altogether 

Contract types 

of customers 

Classification of 

contract types per 

customer 

Tags 

information 

Information about 

the TAGs in the 

vehicles of the 

customer 

Transaction list 

in the city of 

Porto  

List of transactions 

happening in the 

city of Porto 

Transaction 

points for 

drivers 

Points where 

transactions 

happens such as 

tolls in the 

highways or parking 

exits. Includes 

information of all 

transaction points 

in Portugal. Not 

only Porto 

Volkswagen 
Predictive 

maintenance 

models for 

Robot data from 

the body shop 

Contains the robot 

raw data as 

attributes taken 

20 GB 
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industrial robots in 

body shop 

every 4 ms. The 

attributes include 

programmed and 

real speed, 

acceleration, 

temperature etc. 
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3. Big Data Infrastructure  

The Big Data infrastructure provides a generic set of tools and computational resources to manage the 

datasets that can also be useful to support the associated challenges. The descriptions of the challenges 

was the basic information from which a set of stereotypical usage scenarios to be provided by the 

infrastructure was inferred. From those usage scenarios, the tools offered by the platform to cope with 

those stereotypical Big Data processing scenarios were inferred. The whole process started during the 

first part of the project and is documented in Deliverable D3.1. The information about the challenges 

and the datasets obtained from the Data Providers has been progressively refined during the various 

phases of the iteration, i.e. round 1 of the EDI incubation’s process. The Big Data Infrastructure had to 

be available at the start of the EXPERIMENT phase to allow the Data Providers to upload their data, even 

if the process and the usage terms for the applicants were still incomplete. However, at the end of the 

EXPLORE Phase, besides the description of the challenges, also a rough idea of the dimensions of the 

datasets was provided, as described in section 2.1.  

These basic pieces of information were used to get a rough idea about the worst case starting from 

which the dimension of the infrastructure should have been defined. The idea was to get the hardware 

according to the available information and to refine the dimension, probably by reducing it, as soon as 

more information will be obtained. More in details, at the end of the EXPLORE phase, it was still not 

clear the number of the datasets admitted to the EXPERIMENT phase and the agreements between the 

Data Providers and the participants about the location on which the datasets would have been 

retrieved.  

Therefore, the hardware characteristics, reported in section 3.1, were defined starting only from the 

former information set and refined later. The descriptions of the challenges, as mentioned before, were 

already used to define the architecture and a minimal set of services (section 3.2). The data ingestion 

process, including the legal aspects (section 4.1) was defined in parallel: in particular the legal 

constraints helped to design the questionnaire (section 4.2) from whose responses the usage terms and 

the dataset-specific constraints, especially in term of security were retrieved and used to define the 

security requirements and implementation reported in section 5. These latter aspects did not affect the 

defined architecture, which already took into account strict security requirements, but helped to define 

the usage terms, the limitations and the recommendations to give to the participant enabled to get the 

data.  

 

3.1 Hardware characteristics  

The hardware for the deployment of the Big Data Stack was acquired following the architecture 

requirements described in the Deliverable D3.1 (“Big data and application infrastructure design”) [2]: a 

management node for deploying management tools and HDFS’ Secondary Namenode, a master node for 

deploying master processes of different tools, and four to ten worker nodes to act as Hadoop Datanodes 
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and Nodemanagers. The hardware has been rented at Hetzner Online GmbH [29], a datacentre 

company located at Gunzenhausen, Germany. The following hardware set-up has been chosen: 

• Management and master nodes: PX61-NVMe (Intel® Xeon® E3-1275 v6 Quad-Core, 64 GB DDR4 

ECC, 500 GB NVMe disk). 

• Worker nodes: PX92 (Intel® Xeon® W- Octa-Core Skylake W, 128 GB DDR4 ECC, 10TB HDD disk). 

Initially, four worker nodes have been deployed, providing 396 GB of RAM, 48 VCores and 35.9TB of 

HDD disk. The infrastructure was presented during the EXPLORE phase kick-off at Bilbao, giving to the 

sub-grantees the opportunity of playing with it and to propose all their questions and doubts to EDI’s 

Technical Support Team present on site. The architecture deployed has been devised to scale to up to 10 

worker nodes should the computation demand of sub-grantees increase during the four-month length 

of the EXPERIMENT stage.  

 

3.2 Architecture and provided services  

As stated in Deliverable D3.1 [2], the Big Data Stack includes tools for tackling the entire data processing 

lifecycle. As shown in Figure 1, tools for data storing (HDFS [3], HBase [4]), data processing (MapReduce 

[5], Spark [6], Pig [7], Hive [8], Kafka [9]), orchestration (Oozie[10], NiFi [11]) and scripting and sketching 

(Zeppelin [12]) are offered. In order to prevent users from installing and configuring any client in their 

computers, a Docker [13] image with all clients installed for the selected tools has been prepared. 

 

 

Figure 1. Tools offered by the Big Data Stack. 
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Regarding to the physical architecture, a management node for deploying management tools, a master 

node for deploying master processes of different tools, and four to ten worker nodes to act as workers 

have been configured. Figure  shows the distribution of different tools and processes over the cluster. 

 

 

Figure 2. EDI’s Big Data Stack hardware requirements 

The entire deployment has been secured behind a private VPN for protecting the environment from 

non-allowed accesses. More information about the architecture and services provided by EDI’s Big Data 

Stack can be found at Deliverable D3.1 [2]. 

 

3.3 Upload Process  

In order to access the Big Data Infrastructure to upload data (but also to access whatever provided 

service) a VPN must be used. EDI’s VPN network is restricted to the Big Data Infrastructure’s private 

network and it has not access to the public Internet. This means that, a direct connection through a 

generic VPN client will get access to EDI Services, but will prevent any Internet access. In order to avoid  

this inconvenience, a detailed guide based on an OpenVPN [14] client in a Docker [13] container and a 

customized version of Firefox browser is provided on EDI’s technical support guide [15]. 

The only constraint requested to upload data is the use of the credentials provided after having 

answered the questionnaire (section 4.2): there are neither other constraints nor any suggested tools to 

perform the upload process. This aspect should be managed by the Data Provider with the support of 

EDI’s staff. 

The VPN must be used also to interconnect the EDI’s Application Infrastructure with the Big Data 

Infrastructure. This interoperability can be very useful for the Applicants: the Application Infrastructure 

[17] was provided starting from the EXPLORE phase to deploy the applications developed for the 

challenge and to leverage FIWARE [17] Generic Enablers. Data stored on the Big Data Infrastructure can 
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be processed on the Application Infrastructure: the transmission of the data between the two 

infrastructures must be effective and secure. For this reason, the VPN is a very good solution. 
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4. Procedure to get access to the Infrastructure  

The datasets of the Data Providers which decided to use EDI’s Big Data Infrastructure storage and access 

control capabilities, were uploaded and managed according to a set of procedures aimed at assuring 

legal compliance and security.  The legal aspects involved in the definition of the related processes are 

difficult to manage and possible errors could lead to serious consequences. The defined data ingestion 

process is mandatory for Data Providers and sub-grantees to get access to the infrastructure: the 

process takes into account several aspects in order to preserve a good trade-off between simplicity and 

security. 

As said before, the procedure considers two user categories: a) Data Providers and b) sub-grantees. As 

better described in the section about security (section 5), the two categories have different access 

privileges, in general the former can read and write and the latter only read the datasets (even if, a sub-

grantees can request write access in order to upload other datasets). Since Data Providers are also the 

actors that owns the data, the management of all the issues related to security and responsibility is 

more complex. For this reason, in order to obtain the read/write credentials for the Infrastructure, the 

Data Providers must answer the questions of the checklist described in the section 4.2: the questions are 

related to the general guidelines exposed in section 4.1, which summarizes the legal constraints and the 

technical suggestions to be considered by Data Providers before uploading their datasets. 

 

4.1 General Guidelines for Data Providers 

This section contains the complete version of the document provided which includes the legal 

constraints and the technical suggestions to be followed by the Data Providers. 

Before proceeding with the upload or sharing of your datasets please read this General 

Guidelines for Data Providers thoroughly. 

Data Legislation 

1. General Data Protection Regulation compliance: The General Data Protection 

Regulation regulates how personal data within the European Union should be 

stored, processed and exported to non-EU countries. In short, data is required to be 

anonymized or pseudo-anonymized and must be protected by design and by 

default. More information is available at [18] 
2. Personal Data Anonymization: as previously stated on point 1 of this checklist, if 

any of your sample datasets for this challenge contains personal, either private or 

public, data, they must be either anonymized or pseudo-anonimized. Anonymization 

is the process of irreversibly obfuscating personal data that is present in a dataset, 

for example by removal or one-way encryption. Pseudo-anonymization is the 

process of substituting private data with artificial identifiers, for example changing a 

real name with a fake one, replacing a date of birth with a year of birth, etc. Please 

note that it is easier to de-anonymize pseudo-anonymized data by employing 

several techniques such as reverse engineering methods, crossing datasets, etc. 
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You can refer to online resources about anonymization and pseudo-anonymization 

in the context of GPDR, for example [16] or [19]. 
3. Data transferral, access, use and publishing: by providing data in form of 

datasets to the EDI project you implicitly consent to let the consortium share your 

datasets in part or fully to anyone involved with the challenge, including startups and 

researchers, in order to leverage the data to reach the goals of the challenge itself. 

Such data will be made available only to selected parties in accordance to the 

project necessities. To consent to these requirements, you must ensure that you 

either own the data included in the datasets or that you have the right to use and 

transfer that data to third parties. Data will be made available by the data providers 

either by gaining access to the Big Data Stack Infrastructure and uploading the 

datasets to Hadoop or by sharing access to qualified parties. In the latter case, the 

data provider is required to give access to datasets to qualified parties and to 

provide a manual that explains exactly how to request and access the datasets.  

Dataset Quality & Features 

1. Data Consistency & Coherence: in EDI data consistency and coherence within 

datasets is strongly encouraged. Data consistency & coherence refers to how much 

complete, correlated and homogeneous the data stored within datasets is. To give a 

few examples, datasets that contain date and time data ("11/04/2018", "04/11/2018", 

"November the Eleventh, 2018") should honour the same format, data ingested from 

different sources should be encoded consistently (e.g. binary values should be 

encoded in either “1/0” or “True/False”), incomplete data may be removed from a 

dataset - giving a reduced yet more coherent sample set. For more in-depth insights 

on data harmonization and analytics please refer to research studies or online 

tutorials such as this ([20])  
2. Metadata Enriched Datasets: enriching the datasets with metadata that gives 

context to the data contained within is encouraged for analytics and machine 

learning purposes. Please refer to articles such as this ([21]) to get a better 

understanding on this topic.  
3. Dataset Format: use of a non-proprietary format when creating/exporting datasets 

is strongly encouraged, for example employing JSON or CSV instead of an Excel 

spreadsheet. Better yet, using formats that were born out of big data needs such as 

ORC or Avro ensures better performance and scalability once the datasets are 

ingested. This approach avoids vendor lock-in and increases cross-platform and 

cross-solution compatibility. For more information on suitable Big Data Formats for 

your datasets you may look at format comparisons such as this ([22]). 
4. Dataset Size: Before proceeding with the ingestion of one or more datasets you will 

need to state to the Big Data Stack infrastructure maintainers the exact size on disk 

of the datasets that you are going to upload. This is to ensure that there are no 

obstacles in terms of disk occupation and network congestion while uploading. 
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4.2 Questions for the Data Providers  

The proposed questionnaire aims at assuring that the Data Provider that is going to upload the data is 

fully aware of GDPR and gives a raw idea of the quality and quantity of the data to be uploaded. The 

questions were published in form of Google Form (Figure ) to which each Data Provider that prefers to 

upload the Data on the Infrastructure must answer. 

 

Figure 3. Big Data Infrastructure checklist: screenshot 

The questions concern in particular: 

• identification of the Data Provider and associated Challenge 

• data legislation and responsibilities 

• data ownership and right of use 

• contents and quality. 

The whole questionnaire can be found in Annex 1 
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4.2.1 Answers of the Data Providers 

The questions reported on section 4.2 define the responsibilities on uploaded data and aim at assuring 

that each Data Provider is fully aware of the legislation (including GDPR) and of the content of the data 

that is going to upload.  

In order to get access to the Infrastructure, the Data Provider must have a certain awareness on his/her 

responsibilities and on the general context: for example, it is not possible to enable to upload the data a 

Data Provider who declares to not be aware of the GDPR. Most of the questions, indeed, open 

discussions about the data content and the related responsibilities. For example, if the Data Provider 

cannot assure that the dataset “will contain only data useful for the specific challenge(s)”, but integrates 

this answer with a declaration by means of which he/she assumes all the responsibilities related to the 

contents uploaded, the authorization can be granted.  

Finally, more information about the quality and quantity of data is requested. In particular, whether the 

dataset is clean and does not contain inconsistent or incomplete data and its total dimension. 

More in details, all the Data Provider declared to be aware of the GDPR and that from their datasets is 

not possible to infer personal data by means of a reasonable effort. However, only one Data Provider (of 

the 7 that answered the questionnaire) needed to anonymise the dataset. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Datasets ownership 

 

Figure  shows the dataset ownership. In particular, almost all the Data Providers are also owner of the 

uploaded datasets. The only provider who does not legally own the dataset, namely Virtual Power 

Is your organisation the owner of the 
data that will be uploaded?

Yes

No
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Solutions, declared to manage it on behalf of the customer and to have got the authorization to use it 

for EDI.   

 

 

Figure 5. Authorization for the sub-grantees to download the dataset 

 

Figure  concerns the authorization provided to the sub-grantees to locally download the datasets. This is 

not mandatory for the upload, but it is needed to select the most appropriate monitoring action for the 

specific dataset (section 5.1). More in detail, if the Data Provider does not authorize the sub-grantee to 

download the data, a monitor that stops unauthorized download activities is activated enabling only 

small downloads aimed at local processing. 

The total stored data is about 100 GB for the first iteration: this result should be increased in the next 

iterations. In particular, EDI’s team should encourage the Data Providers to involve more data for the 

next challenges and to use the Big Data Infrastructure. 

 

  

Do you agree to the sub-grantee 
storing/downloading the dataset in 

its own infrastructure? 

Yes

No
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5. Security and Access Management  

Data security is one of the most important and discussed topics concerning Big Data. The Big Data 
Infrastructure must store different datasets (section 2.1) concerning different challenges (section 2.1) 
and the management of these datasets must take into account different authorized and non-authorized 
actions (section 4.2.1).   

The security aspects, topic of this section, concern all the strategies adopted to assure that: 

1. only identified users perform exclusively the actions that they are allowed to perform  
2. whoever tries to perform an illegal action not prevented a priori is immediately identified and 

stopped. 

The security and access management mechanisms of the Big Data Infrastructure try to achieve both of 
these objectives. The first one is pursued by designing and implementing a data security mechanism and 
an identity and access management system. The configuration of the identity and access management 
system takes into account the requirement of isolation of the challenges, i.e. the participant of a certain 
challenge cannot access the data of another challenge. In the first iteration (at time of writing this 
document) the previous statement is valid also for the Data Providers since every Data Provider is 
associated only to a single challenge that includes datasets uploaded on the Infrastructure (the only 
Data Provider associated to two alive challenges is Volkswagen but one of the challenges includes data 
on premises). 

This section is focused on the security features required by the challenges, including the details of the 
privileges schema (section 5.1) and on the technological implementation (section 5.2).    

 

5.1 Security features 

Each dataset stored on the Big Data Infrastructure must be accessed only by the users involved in the 
specific challenge. This is achieved by defining access policies for different user categories. In particular, 
three user categories can be distinguished: 

1. EDI’s technical team 
2. Data Providers 
3. Challenge participants. 

The privileges structure is shown in Figure 6: the groups in blue can read and write datasets while the 
groups in red can only read them. 
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Figure 6. Big Data Infrastructure: access privileges 

EDI’s technical team has visibility of all the datasets, regardless the specific challenge. The Data 
Providers (DP) and the Challenge Participants (CP) have only the visibility of the data of the challenge in 
which they are involved. In this case, the infrastructure acts as it was dedicated to a single challenge 
without any cross influence.  

Such a schema is strictly valid and applied since no participant of the cross-sector challenge passed the 
EXPLORE phase. In case any of teams willing to address the cross-sector challenge had passed, a custom 
access group for each cross-sector challenge would have been created, granting access to specific 
datasets for each group. 

A second important security related point concerns the question about the consent to download the 
datasets for the participants (section 4.2). Not all the Data Providers allowed the participant to 
download their datasets (section 4.2.1): in general, they are allowed to get a limited section of the 
datasets in order to process them and to delete them as soon as possible. It is not possible to prevent 
such a behaviour a-priori, especially considering that it should not be prevented for all the challenges. In 
this case, a mechanism acting as an anomaly detection system seems more appropriate. In particular, 
the data streams going outside the infrastructure are constantly monitored and, in case of a suspected 
massive download, an immediate notification is sent to EDI’s staff enabling to employ the appropriate 
countermeasures. 
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5.2 Security implementation 

The security in the Big Data Stack includes two different aspects: authentication (“who are you?”) and 

authorization (“what can you do?”). Regarding to authentication, EDI’s Big Data Stack leverages on 

OpenLDAP [26] for managing the users and groups database. OpenLDAP is directly accessed by web 

components like Ambari Views, NiFi, Ranger or Zeppelin, while CLI tools authenticate at the 

environment through Kerberos [25]. For avoiding users managing multiple usernames and passwords, 

Kerberos uses OpenLDAP as backend. 

Regarding to authorization, it is managed through the Apache Ranger [27] tool. Apache Ranger allows 

establishing access rules for different Hadoop components like HDFS, YARN, Hive, HBase, NiFi and Kafka. 

The usage of Apache Ranger in EDI’s Big Data Stack allows for protecting datasets and sub-grantees 

resources from unauthorized accesses, ensuring the privacy and security of their data.  

 

Figure 7. Apache Ranger policy editing web interface 

In addition, Ranger allows monitoring accesses to different resources, for ensuring that only allowed 

users can access to them. However, Ranger does not monitor the specific command that user executed, 

it monitors user activity in terms of “read”, “write” and “execute” operations (Figure 8). This limitation 

avoids EDI Technical Support Team knowing if a dataset is being downloaded outside Big Data Stack, 

which is not allowed by some Data Providers. For addressing this situation, ntopng [28] (Figure 9), a tool 

for traffic analysis and flow collection has been deployed on the cluster. Thanks to this tool, the 

Technical Team can monitor the network usage, and detect if the platform is being misused or if the 

agreement between the sub-grantee and the data provider is not being fulfilled. If a heavy transfer of 

data outside is detected, the Technical Team contacts with the sub-grantee to know the reason of this 

excessive network traffic.  
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Figure 8. Apache Ranger policy monitoring web interface 

 

 

Figure 9. ntopng, administration panel 
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6. Conclusions and lessons learnt 

The Big Data Infrastructure is one of the services that EDI provides to the sub-grantees, along with the 

Application Infrastructure and the Support Tools. However, the design and deployment of the former is 

more critical because it involves specific hardware and software components which may raise the 

computation and storage associated costs in the Cloud. In order to avoid this, careful considerations 

about the best trade-off between costs and efficiency are needed.  

The Big Data Infrastructure is available starting from the EXPERIMENT phase, when the implementation 

becomes more and more critical for the successful outcome of each challenge and every sub-grantee 

needs the maximum support. On the other hand, the number of sub-grantees expected (and, finally, 

admitted) to this phase is easily manageable. These two opposite considerations affect one of the 

already identified project risks in the Grant Agreement: the potential difficulties in defining the 

dimension of the Infrastructure. One of the most important motivations of the choice of the Provider, 

Hetzner [29], has been the flexibility to add (or remove) machines to the Infrastructure included in the 

contract. 

However, the evidence has shown that the opposite problem occurred: some of the Data Provider 

preferred to host the datasets on their premises and others provided them directly to the sub-grantees. 

The dimension of the uploaded datasets was not so wide: for this reason, probably, the dimension of the 

Infrastructure will be reduced during the first part of the EXPERIMENT phase. This issue will be taken 

into serious consideration for the next iterations: to improve the capabilities and the techniques used by 

the technological partners to manage big datasets is one of the targets of the project, and the use of the 

Infrastructure will be strongly encouraged for the future. 

A second critical point has been the longer than expected time invested by Data Providers to answer the 

questionnaire and to upload the datasets. The process was expected to last a couple of days but took 

some weeks: on this sense the unavailability of the complete dataset until the 3rd week of November 

could have an impact on the outcome of the challenges. Still, no complaints from sub-grantees have 

been received. Anyhow, it is clear that for the following incubation round (round 2), the process has to 

be speeded up by providing the Data Providers with the questionnaire some weeks before the 

EXPERIMENT phase. Nevertheless, the Process is now properly defined and for the next iterations it will 

only have to be revised, but not re-implemented: this means that probably the questionnaire and the 

Infrastructure services will be provided in a much shorter time for the next incubation rounds. 

Further considerations cannot be made at this stage. At the time of writing this document, only the 

dataset upload process has been concluded. Hence, possible issues detected during the remaining part 

of the operation lifecycle of the Infrastructure (next 3 months of EXPERIMENT phase and 2 months of 

EVOLVE phase) should be taken into account in the next versions of this Deliverable.  
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 Annex 1: questions for the Data Providers 

 

EDI Big Data Infrastructure: upload check list 

In order to obtain the credentials to upload data on EDI's Big Data infrastructure, it is 

mandatory to answer all the questions in this check list.  

More details are in [1]. 

For all the technical aspect please refer to [15]. 

General Information 

Name 

Mail Address 

Data provider/Challenge 

 

Data Legislation 

In order to upload data on EDI's Big Data Infrastructure, it is mandatory to be compliant with all 

the aspects of the General Data Protection Regulation. The GDPR regulates how personal 

data within the European Union should be stored, processed and exported to non-EU 

countries. In short, data is required to be anonymized or pseudo-anonymized and must be 

protected by design and by default. More information is available at [1]. 

 

Do you confirm that you are fully aware of the GDPR regulation? (Y/N) 

 

Personal data 

Do your datasets contain data that requires anonymization? (Y/N) 

 

Anonymization 

Have you duly anonymized the personal data of the datasets to be shared with the 

corresponding Subgrantee/s and with personnel of the EDI consortium? (Y/N) 

 

Inferring personal data 

Could personal details be inferred from the full dataset by means of a reasonable effort (i.e. 

reverse engineering methods, crossing datasets, and so on)? (Y/N) 
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Informed consent 

Do you count with explicit consent from the data subjects to process and share their data, or 

with any other legitimate basis? (Y/N) 

 

Ownership of the data 

Is your organisation the owner of the data that will be uploaded? (Y/N) 

 

Right of use 

Do you have the right of use of the datasets you will upload? (Y/N) 

 

Contents 

The only data allowed to be uploaded on EDI's Big Data Infrastructure are the ones strictly 

connected to the challenges. Any different data with improper contents must not be uploaded 

and is responsibility of the data provider  

 

The datasets that you will upload contain only data useful for the specific challenge(s) you are 

involved (Y/N) 

 

Consent to share the datasets 

You consent to let the EDI Consortium share your datasets in part or fully to anyone involved 

with your challenge, meaning the startups and/or SMEs that have signed the Sub-Grant 

Agreement, and researchers working in the EDI project, in order to leverage the data to reach 

the goals of the challenge itself (Y/N) 

 

Consent to download the dataset 

Do you agree to the sub-grantee storing/downloading the dataset in its own infrastructure? 

(Y/N) 

 

Dataset Quality & Features 

I have removed from the dataset all the incomplete or inconsistent data (Y/N) 

What is the dimension (in Giga or Tera) of the whole dataset? 
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